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Project task
• Analyze topics and narratives covered and promoted by the leading Russian TV 

channels in news releases about the Republic of Belarus (RB)
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Project parameters
• Analysis period: January-December 2020
• Programs for analysis

‒ Channel 1: Vremya, Novosti, Voskresnoe vremya
‒ Rossiya 1: Vesti, Vesti v Subbotu, Vesti Nedeli
‒ NTV: Segodnya, Itogi Nedeli

• In total, more than 2,000 news stories were analyzed
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Methodology 
• Purchase of retrospective monitoring on Belarus from an external contractor

• Manual encoding of each news item

– 1 -5 topics / narratives for each story

• Qualitative and quantitative analysis of encoded data
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Television and radio cover almost the entire Russian 
population
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Viewing Monthly reach Monthly usage Half-year 
audience** Monthly usage Half-year 

audience** Visiting

Brand Pulse* Radio Index Est.Web Index NRS’Russia Est. Web Index NRS’Russia Brand Pulse*

Media reach in the first half of 2020, %

Mediascope, ТБ, Інтернет, Кінотеатри – РФ 0+; Радіо, Преса – РФ 100K+, Л18-54* Дані по ТБ та Кінотеатрах оновлюються 1 раз на рік. Період дослідження: березень — травень 
2020
** Для преси періодом розрахунку був грудень 2019 — квітень 2020



On average, the Russian population spends about 5 
hours a day watching TV
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Average daily viewing time, minutes

Mediascope, TV Index Л 18+, РФ 100К+, 2020; 
                        Web Index Л12+, 2019; 
                        Radio Index Л12+, січень – червень 2019
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From the age of 25, Russians watch television for at least three 
hours a day

• TV viewing increased in each age group during the 2020 spring lockdown

Mediascope, TV Index, Average Time Viewing, Л 4+, РФ 100К+, 2020 

Average daily viewing time by age groups, minutes
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The largest Russian TV channels are state-owned, directly or 
indirectly

Mediascope, TV Index, Shr, Л 18+, вся РФ, 2020 



Key persons

Oleg Dobrodeev
CEO of the holding since 

2004
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VGTRK Gazprommedia
Dmitry 

Chernyshenko
CEO of the holding

(2015—2020)
currently - Deputy 
Prime Minister of 

the Russian 
Federation

Aleksandr Zharov
Gazprommedia CEO 

since March 2020
earlier - head of the 

federal service 
Roskomnadzor

National Media Group
Alina Kabaeva

Head of the Board of 
Directors of the 

group since 2014
Her annual income in 

NMG amounted to 
785 million rubles in 

2018 ** https://theins.ru/korrupciya/236997

Yuri Kovalchuk
a friend of Putin, together 
were co-founders of the 

“Ozero” cooperative 
the largest stakeholder of 

Rossiya Bank
Rossiya Bank is the 

controlling shareholder of 
NMG



ТОP-3 TV channels by coverage — “Kremlin’s mouthpieces”                       
Channel 1, Rossiya-1 and NTV
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TOP-10 TV channels by average weekly coverage, 
million people

Mediascope, TV Index, Reach, Л 18+, РФ 100К+, 2020 
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People in the Russian Federation spend 10% of the total TV 
viewing time on consuming news content

Mediascope, TV Index, Average Time Views, Л 18+, РФ 100К+, 2020



The total time of entertainment programs 
on the TOP-3 channels is constantly 
growing
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News about May 9, as well as newscasts on the introduction and extension of 
quarantine dominated in television viewing in Russia in 2020

Mediascope, рейтинги, Л 18+, РФ 100K+, 2020

Novosti, Channel 1, 09.05.2020 10:30

TVR = 9,12%, Shr = 40,16%

Novosti, Special news bulletin, Channel 1, 02.04.2020 
17:00

TVR = 7,39%, Shr = 20,52%

Itogi Nedeli with Irada Zeynalova, NTV, 29.03.2020 19:00

TVR = 7,23%, Shr = 18,29%
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The main sources of news and information 
consumption among the entire Russian 
population

63% 45% 23% 16% 10% 9%
Телебачення Новинні сайти Форуми, блоги, 

соцмережі
Розмови з  родичами, 
друзями,  знайомими Радіо Преса

75% ‒ 40-60 років
89% ‒ 60+

* 
Weekly all-Russian door-to-door poll from “FOMnibus.” January 15-17, 2021, 53 
subjects of the Russian Federation, 104 settlements, 1,500 respondents 

69% 37%38% 19% 15% 8%
Телебачення Інтернет-виданняСоцмережі Розмови з  родичами, 

друзями,  знайомими Радіо

** Levada Center. The survey was conducted on August 20-26, 20, according to a 
representative all-Russian sample of 1,601 people aged 18 and older in 137 settlements, 
50 subjects of the Russian Federation 

*

Преса

**
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Top 5 channels from which Russian viewers learn 
about the latest development

47%

Weekly all-Russian door-to-door poll from “FOMnibus.”January 15-17, 2021, 
53 subjects of the Russian Federation, 104 settlements, 1,500 respondents 

1 Канал Росія-1 НТВ Росія-24 РЕН-ТВ

45% 28% 16% 13%
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The majority of the Russian population expressed 
unwillingness to give up television in favor of other sources of 
information

Do you assume or exclude the possibility of giving up television in favor of other sources of 
information and entertainment?

Weekly all-Russian door-to-door poll from “FOMnibus.” January 15-17, 2021, 53 subjects of the Russian 
Federation, 104 settlements, 1,500 respondents. Margin of sampling error does not exceed 3,6%. 

Assume 

Exclude 

Hard to answer

The issue was not 
raised

25%

56%

4%

15%
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TOP-5 memorable events among the Russian population

• Russians remembered  news of 
protests in Belarus much better 
than news of coronavirus and 
Navalny poisoning

What events of the last four weeks do you remember the most? (respondents named the events 
themselves and could name more than one)

Levada Center. The survey was conducted on August 20-26, 20, according to a representative all-Russian 
sample of 1,601 people aged 18 and older in 137 settlements, 50 subjects of the Russian Federation 

Mass protests in RB

Coronavirus 

Protests in Khabarovsk

Poisoning of Navalny

33%

11%

8%

8%
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Channels and programs for analysis
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• For statistical 
analysis, we chose 8 
news programs on 3 
main Russian 
channels

• We took some 
quotes from other 
programs on the 
TOP-3 channels



Main topics on Belarus in Russian TV 
news
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• The two main topics were Belarus 
- Russia relations and protests 
around the presidential election in 
Belarus

• Quantitatively, the third important 
topic was the fight against the 
Covid-19 pandemic

* The sum of the share of mentions on 
different topics / narratives can exceed 100% 
as 1-5 topics / narratives corresponded to 
each story



Dynamics of the appearance of topics on 
air

• From January to July, 
Russian TV mainly 
covered Relations 
between the countries, 
the coronavirus 
pandemic and the 
Common Past

• The topic of the 
Presidential Election of 
Belarus appeared in the 
information space only in 
late July

– In the first half of the 
year there were only 
4 mentions of the 
very fact of the 
elections, none of 
which covered 
candidates, protests 
or other real events.
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Belarus –Russia relations. Key 
narratives
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* The sum of the share of mentions on different topics / 
narratives can exceed 100% as 1-5 topics / narratives 
corresponded to each story

• In addition to current news 
on the development of 
cooperation between the 
countries, Russian 
newscasts regularly 
remind that

– The leaders of the 
countries have special 
personal relationships 
…

– … although in times of 
trouble, Lukashenko’s 
negative traits and 
actions are mentioned

– Belarus is a fraternal 
country, and 
Belarusians are a 
fraternal people



Belarus –Russia relations. Dynamics 
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• The news about 
relations between the 
countries peaked in 
September, when, on 
the one hand, the 
Army Games and 
Caucasus 2020 
military exercises 
were held, and on the 
other, Russia 
launched a campaign 
to "protect" Belarus 
from enemies amid 
protests

• The peak of the topic 
of Belarus as "part of 
the Russian world“ 
was in 
August-September



Belarus –Russia relations. RF and RB are 
partners and allies. They should integrate even 
more
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• "The ties between Russia and Belarus are special ties, special relations. They are based on our 
common history, on the similarity of our cultures, languages, on our common spirituality. And 
the responsibility of the current generation of politicians is to deepen and expand mutually 
beneficial cooperation, taking into account each other's opinions and interests“ (Rossiya 1, 
Vesti, 05.03.2020, 20:14) 

• "Dmitry MEZENTSEV, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Russian 
Federation to the Republic of Belarus: The scale of this event is such that dozens of reasons to 
think about the quality of Russian-Belarusian relations are overshadowed. The scale of these 
relations, fraternal, consistent, historically confirmed relations, is such that we must interact 
even more and move forward. And discard disputes, discard misunderstandings, ignore 
situations. And if there are any discussions – sort them out together, agree together on the 
basis of trust and openness."
(Channel 1# Vremya, 07.08.2020 21:13)



• "We can only imagine the headlines of Western and Ukrainian mass media today. 
Definitely, there will be no words about friendship and brotherhood, sure as shooting. 
But the threat of Russian attack, Anschluss, annexation or Putin's invasion - for sure. 
Tanks at the borders, at the gates. Relax, gentlemen, we have joint military planning 
with Minsk, a united army and good neighborly relations, which is perhaps the most 
important thing. What can you not say about Ukraine "(Rossiya 1 # 60 minutes 
16.09.2020 12:40) 

• “The searchers asked the president to help them analyze these data on how the whole 
of Europe sponsored German soldiers who fought against the Soviet army. But the 
presidents’ activities were not limited  to the monument today. The "Gardens of 
Memory" campaign continues, and Vladimir Putin and Alexander Lukashenko planted 
2 spruces here today. The volunteers did not stop there and offered to meet again in a 
year and plant more” (Channel 1 #Novosti 30.06.2020 18:01)
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Belarus-Russia relations. RF and RB are 
partners and allies. They should integrate even 
more



Belarus-Russia relations. RF and RB are 
partners and allies. They should integrate even 
more
• “DMITRY MEZENTEV, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Russian 

Federation to the Republic of Belarus: That discontent of a number of Western countries, 
neighboring countries, which was expressed during the stages of putting the station into 
operation, should be reconsidered today. This is also a new configuration of relations with 
Europe. This is the most clear example that fraternal Belarus is a friend state, an ally state, a 
partner state for Russia, just as millions of Belarusians are for millions of Russians” (Rossiya 
1 # Vesti v Subbotu 07.11.2020 21:11)
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Belarus –Russia relations. RF and RB are 
partners, but the relations are not easy
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• “And right now we are once again passing a very painful test of friendship with Belarus, 
because everyone understands: we are connected with the Belarusian people not just by 
the Soviet past, but by common blood, common culture, common economy. Yes, two 
weeks of post-election protests in Belarus are testing these connections. And that is 
precisely why our position is that we want what the Belarusian people want, we are ready 
for any of their choices. And here is the question: what do they want?” (NTV # Itogi Nedeli 
with Irada Zeynalova, 23.08.2020 19:00) 

• “In recent years, Lukashenko has been publicly and loudly bickering with Russia over oil 
and gas prices, brandishing a union agreement. However, he has not moved a step forward 
in the deep integration stipulated by this agreement. Each time Alexander Grigorievich 
swore that he would not give up the sovereignty of Belarus, and threatened with 
multi-vector approach. The threat of multi-vector approach has especially intensified since 
February of this year, after a detailed visit to Minsk by Secretary of State Pompeo“ (1 Channel 
# Vremya, 15.08.2020 21:12)



Belarus –Russia relations. RF and RB are 
partners, but the relations are not easy

• “There is a term in physics  - forward-reverse motion, when everything comes to the starting 
point. The position of the Belarusian leader changes frequently. Here, in Sochi, though, in 
Krasnaya Polyana a little over a year ago, Lukashenko said: we are ready to unite even 
tomorrow, if the peoples of Russia and Belarus want it. But last week Lukashenko was more 
restrained - he said integration would be possible only when earlier agreements start to 
work effectively. The need for closer cooperation between Russia and Belarus is especially 
obvious now . According to Lukashenko, his country, the quote:“should stay closer to the big 
brother", the end of the quote“ (NTV # Segodnya, 14.09.2020 19:07)
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Belarus –Russia relations. RF and RB are 
partners, but the relations are not easy 
• “And the implication of the statement is “we wish you the same,” because we perfectly 

understand how Lukashenko plays. And when the Times writes, “Lukashenko may pay with 
sovereignty for Putin’s support,” our position is: no one is going to torpedo the integration, we 
remember that Lukashenko played on this before the elections. And Putin does not even react 
to Lukashenko's passage, which Reuters calls compliments: "We should stay closer to Russia. 
"No, we are not seizing the moment, it isn’t in our interests. At this point we are ready to 
remind Lukashenko of his words: “Economy is the head of everything." Of course, we will 
persistently remember this “ (NTV # Itogi Nedeli with Irada Zeynalova, 20.09.2020 19:11)
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Belarus –Russia relations. RF and RB are 
partners, but the relations are not easy 
• “And two more words about the coronavirus. More precisely, about its aftereffects. Perhaps 

they are more diverse and more complex for the body than experts think. I'm talking about the 
so-called inadequate behavior caused by thoughts about this very virus. What do I mean? Our 
Belarusian colleagues got offended at us. Offended by the Sunday program "Vremya". In it, we 
reported that brotherly Belarus  was among the countries where there were victims of the 
coronavirus,. A man allegedly died there. Colleagues, brothers, this is a mistake. Our mistake. 
But, as they say, an unforced error. Accidental. Unintentional. But anyway, sorry. We were 
wrong. Nobody died in Belarus. Everyone is alive.“ (Channel 1 # Vremya, 03.03.2020 22:05) 
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Protests. Main narratives

32

* The sum of the share of mentions on different topics / 
narratives can exceed 100% as 1-5 topics / narratives 
corresponded to  each story

• The main thesis is that the 
collective West tries to 
impose its views on Belarus 
on how to govern the country

• Much attention is paid to 
Russia's role in maintaining 
order - Russia itself does not 
interfere, but will not allow 
others to do it either, and is 
always ready to help the 
friendly President and his 
people

• Significant efforts are made to 
discredit opposition leaders 
and protesters



Protests. Dynamics
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• The topic of foreign 
interference was 
the main one every 
month

• In August, the 
focus was on 
events and actions 
of the authorities 
and the opposition

• In September, the 
TOP included 
theses about other 
countries’ direct 
organization of the 
protests and their 
"patronage" by the 
Russian Federation



Protests. Interference of the West
• “LAVROV, MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION: I do hope that 

Belarusians, as well as all friends of the Belarusians abroad (Belarus has many friends) will be 
able to manage their own affairs, and will not be put on a leash of those who need Belarus only 
to reclaim the geopolitical space and promote a destructive logic: either you are with the 
Russian Federation, or you are with Europe“ (Rossiya 1 # Vesti 19.08.2020 20:02) 

• “How will Belarusian events develop? It is difficult to answer this question now. And not 
everything, unfortunately, depends on the Belarusians’ will, because in fact there are several 
scenarios. In Syria, Libya, Venezuela and Ukraine, the West intervened in the countries’ 
internal affairs in different ways, sometimes politically and by giving money, and sometimes 
even more crudely by dropping bombs on cities.” (NTV# Segodnia18.08.2020 16:07)

• “So is the case with Tikhanovskaya. It doesn't matter what kind of a national leader she is, but 
she will do as a pretext for strife and war. Hence the whole Polish-Lithuanian carnival around 
her. And, of course, this whole story is not about Belarus, to harm Russia – that is the goal. For 
Poland and Lithuania, this is already a centuries-old idea. Today it has awakened in them again. 
They think there is a new chance” (Rossiya 1 # Vesti Nedeli, 13.09.2020 20:31)
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Protests. Interference of the West
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• P: “There are two oppositely directed processes in and around Belarus. One is 
destructive, the other is constructive.” 

(video clip)
P: The first is walking down the street demanding instant Ukrainian-style changes. 
(video clip)
P: “This process is supported by Europe, which does not officially recognize 
Lukashenko as a legitimate president, and promotes the completely unprepared and 
tongue-tied Svetlana Tikhanovskaya as a national leader. Europe is also preparing to 
introduce devastating sanctions against Belarus. The next in the standard package 
of support for democracy is the demand for gay marches or pride parades, 
whatever they call them. Everything is standard and sorrowful. And now NATO 
has become very active near the Belarusian borders. Only Latvia acted in an 
original way - it announced a program to lure Belarusian IT specialists to itself. But 
everything fits into one process aimed at destroying the country.” (Rossiya 1 # Vesti 
Nedeli, 20.09.2020 20:36)



Protests. Interference of the West

36

• “That is, the Americans, considering Venezuela their backyard, cannot but 
understand that we will not let anyone into our backyard either. And at the same time, 
Putin convenes the Security Council to discuss what to do next. The Belarusian prime minister 
calls Mishustin and the conversation is obviously about energy supplies. Yes, the Poles 
immediately declared - "do not ask the Russians, we will help you." Everyone understands - 
these are just words» (NTV # Itogi Nedeli with Irada Zeynalova, 23.08.2020, 19:00)

• “We demand that Russia stop its aggressive policy and allow democratic processes to take 
place in Belarus. Seriously? And the aggressive policy in what? In an attempt to prevent the 
collapse of the Belarusian economy? In the demand not to interfere in the affairs of our 
neighbors? Desire to direct events along a constitutional path? But if in an adult way, then 
there is no way other than the legal one. It may take a long time, but NATO has more than once 
or twice attempted rapid democratization in the squares, and they led to terrible 
consequences for entire countries. Has NATO ever apologized? Well, it happened once - Libya. 
If they do not want to listen to us, let them hear the Vatican, which is now declaring: there is no 
ordinary civil conflict in Donbas, no help and interference from the outside should replace the 
efforts of the parties to get out of this conflict on their own. That is, even the Vatican calls on 
growing up and solving problems on your own  instead of waiting for NATO with its 
ready-made recipes.” (NTV # Itogi Nedeli with Irada Zeynalova 06.12.2020 20:28)



Protests. Interference of the West
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• P1: “If someone thinks that the opposition is acting independently and is not organized by 
anyone, this is wrong, of course. And if it seems to anyone that the protest has begun to 
decline, there are people who  immediately stir it up. That's what we're talking about. For 
example, we are talking about the fact that people are offered money, we showed you Mrs. 
Kolesnikova. All journalists of state-owned TV channels are offered money to quit their jobs, all 
employees of state-owned enterprises are offered money to quit” ...

P: Where does all this money come from? 
P1: They did not go to work. The money is allocated by the European Union. And the same 
European Union asks no one to interfere in the internal affairs of Belarus, apparently, no one 
except the European Union itself Rossiya 1 # 60 Minutes, 20.08.2020 19:34) 



Protests. Everything was good in Belarus. 
The Ukrainian scenario cannot be repeated

38

• “NATALIA SELEZNEVA: Maidan is not a model. People's opinion is changing because it has 
become harder to live in Ukraine, much harder. The most important thing now is medicine, 
treatment is free, but everything is more or less free here. There, all is paid, even to do a test is 
very expensive. And it's like people are very indignant and regretful about it.” (Rossiya 1 # Vesti 
Nedeli, 01.11.2020 22:00) 

• “In Belarus, frankly, they planned a "color" revolution and a coup d'etat of the Ukrainian type. 
The West has already taken a starting position, appointed its leader of the Belarusian people - 
Svetlana Tikhanovskaya, began to finance and inspire.” (Rossiya 1 # Vesti Nedeli, 27.12.2020 
21:59)



Protests. Everything was good in Belarus. 
The Ukrainian scenario cannot be repeated
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• “The Belarusians have a vivid example of what happens when you cut the traditional ties alive. 
The deplorable state of Ukrainian enterprises that used to be oriented on the Russian market 
has not been a secret for a long time” (Channel 1 # Vremya, 18.08.2020 21:02)

• “And if we return to Tikhanovskaya, how can the West make Belarus happy? Demanding 
reforms in a package with gay parades? Not very productive, as the Ukrainian example showed. 
The Russian experience and the Russian cultural way of life is much closer, more familiar and 
much more useful for Belarus. Both the country and the people will be safer. And they will have 
to change. But this is normal. Who is arguing? The question is within what culture the changes 
will take place. That's what's important” (Rossiya 1 # Vesti Nedeli, 11.10.2020 21:26) 



Protests. The opposition is weak, 
Lukashenko's government is effective and 
strong
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• P: “Within a month of the Belarusian protests, it has become clear that they will not achieve 
their main goal - Lukashenko's immediate resignation. The real power is still in the hands of the 
incumbent president of Belarus, including loyalty of the security forces and the vast majority of 
Belarusians, who currently do not regard vociferous opposition as a real alternative” (Rossiya 1 
# Vesti Nedeli, 06.09.2020 20:10) 

• “On Thursday, Svetlana Tikhanovskaya, who for no good reason positions herself as leader of 
the Belarusian nation, happened to be in Bratislava, the capital of Slovakia, where she found 
herself in an awkward situation again. She was given a bell, like a cow. The local prime 
minister presented this gift somewhat awkwardly  too, saying that when freedom wins 
in Belarus, Tikhanovskaya should ring the bell. (video clip) P: Tikhanovskaya took out 
the bell and rang it immediately. Either, according to Tikhanovskaya, freedom has 
already come to Belarus, or Tikhanovskaya cannot hear well and cannot understand  
well what is happening around” (Rossiya 1 # Vesti Nedeli 11.10.2020 21:26 ) 



Protests. The opposition is weak, 
Lukashenko's government is effective and 
strong

41

• “These are, in fact, the main faces of the Belarusian opposition. The weak point of the female 
triad is their general orientation towards the West, their lack of any political experience and 
their lack of a real political program, and their lack of fear of chaos in the country, which will 
inevitably come in the event of Lukashenko's imminent resignation. In fact, none of the ladies 
are ready to take responsibility for the future of Belarus, even for a short period, because they 
expect that without Lukashenko everything will organize itself. Unreal” (Rossiya 1 # Vesti Nedeli 
, 06.09.2020, 20:10) 



Protests. The opposition is weak, 
Lukashenko's government is effective and 
strong
• “The black below-the-knee dress in the midday sun was a bit odd too. That's how the 

ladies of the half-world sometimes look when they wake up out of their homes and 
must be on the streets in the morning, while still in their evening clothes. I don’t want 
to say that it was so in that case, just such associations arose. And in general, there’s a 
feeling that Tikhanovskaya is, as they say, out of her league. She is awkward with new 
outfits and she does not know how to wear them. Everything seems to be inherited from 
someone, it is quite clear that she has not dressed like that before. This is a completely new 
practice for her. Hence the lack of understanding of what is hers and what is not. The same 
about the hair. The same about the hands she does not know what to do with. Obviously, the 
unexpected role burdens Tikhanovskaya. She fails in every way. And yet the Europeans 
began to mould her into the leader of the nation. The project is going on with difficulty, like 
oak carving – the material is too unyielding. Her speech is really bad and even clumsy” 
(Rossiya 1 # Vesti Nedeli, 11.10.2020 21:26) 
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Covid-19. Key narratives

43* The sum of the share of mentions on different topics / narratives can exceed 
100% as 1-5 topics / narratives corresponded to  each story

• The pandemic helped 
Russian TV to add emphasis 
to the formation of the 
image of Belarus and 
relations with it

• Russia is depicted as a big 
brother who is always ready 
to help - either to evacuate 
Belarusian citizens from 
abroad, or to supply 
vaccines, but in case of 
danger is forced to close the 
borders

• Depending on the situation, 
the authorities of Belarus 
first could not cope with the 
pandemic (spring), then, on 
the contrary, constructively 
cooperated with Russia and 
the EAEU on medical issues 
(autumn-winter)



Covid-19. Dynamics

44

• At the beginning of 
the year, in the 
news, the Russian 
Federation actively 
helped to return the 
citizens of Belarus 
to their homeland 
from all over the 
world

• The launch of 
Sputnik V vaccine 
in late August 
helped partially 
shift attention from 
protests to medical 
cooperation

– They promoted 
the thesis that 
Belarus would 
be the first 
country to 
receive this 
vaccine



How does this correlate with reality?
• In April and May, according to Russian TV, the 

Belarusian authorities ineffectively resisted the 
epidemic

• But in November-December, when the incidence 
statistics was much higher, there was almost no 
criticism - dry news of the deteriorating situation 
coexisted with news of interaction and assistance with 
vaccination

• The fight against the pandemic in Belarus was even 
praised (Rossiya 1 # Vesti , 27.11.20, 20:24)

– “P: Alexander Lukashenko promised not to run for another presidential 
term after the adoption of the new constitution. The Belarusian leader 
made this statement after visiting one of the leading infectious diseases 
clinics in Minsk, where he inspected the conditions for treating COVID-19 
patients. In these shots, for the first time since the beginning of the 
pandemic, the President of Belarus is in a hospital uniform and a 
protective mask. Lukashenko personally visited the red zone, walked 
around the wards and even sat on the bed of one of the patients. The 
Belarusian leader noted the selfless work of the Belarusian doctors and 
professionalism, which, Lukashenko said, makes some neighbors try to 
lure them away.”

45Дані: worldometers.info

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/belarus/


Covid-19. The authorities of Belarus are 
ineffective in fighting the epidemic

46

• “Today, 400 people have been diagnosed with COVID-19 in Belarus. Not long ago, a 
well-known politician of this fraternal country told a correspondent: "Do you see a virus 
anywhere here? Neither do I." Well that’s the approach. A sober view of looking at things. 
What is seen is what there is. What you don’t see, doesn’t exist. So, there are no bitter 
regrets either. On this issue. The virus - you can't see it even with glasses. And you 
won't carry a microscope with you everywhere. It's a heavy thing. Inconvenient. But still. 
I would ask specialists. Some of ours. The experts. From the research institute. To 
invent a handy microscope. In the form of glasses. Or a lorgnette. At least one copy” 
(Channel 1# Vremya, 09.04.2020 21:30) 



Covid-19. The authorities of Belarus are 
ineffective in fighting the epidemic
• “Which is stronger - the pandemic or traditions? Well, it depends on where. In Belarus, 

for example, the only country where, as you know, people do not die of coronavirus, 
they decided to hold a subbotnik, contrary to the WHO recommendations. More than 
2 million people took  rakes and shovels, and went to clean up parks and squares. And 
the leader of the country, as usual, set an example.” (Channel 1 # Novosti, 26.04.2020 
06:04)

• “Russian tests are, I quote: “Not worth a damn." That is, we are afraid that the 
sensitivity of our tests is too low, they may not see the virus, but Lukashenko is sure 
that they can see something that is not there. Yes, Rospotrebnadzor answered him: we 
guarantee that Russian means the best. But it is unlikely that Lukashenko was 
convinced. ... He really needs, as he says, a ray of hope, because he has already 
threatened the government with resignation if he does not cope with the threat with 
the words "Pneumonia will go away, but we need bread." And here he is right – we do 
need bread. However, it’s pointless to criticize our tests, instead we should attack the 
virus all together” (NTV # Itogi Nedeli with Irada Zeynalova, 19.04.2020, 19:49)
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Common past. Key narratives
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* The sum of the share of mentions on different topics / 
narratives can exceed 100% as 1-5 topics / narratives 
corresponded to  each story

• Theses about the 
common past are found in 
11% of stories mentioning 
Belarus

• The news that Russia and 
Belarus protect the 
memory of the "Great 
Patriotic War" and do not 
allow other countries to 
"slander" history are 
dominating

• Every fifth news about the 
common past tells how 
the peoples of the USSR, 
led by the Russians, 
liberated the Belarusians 
from German occupation



Common past. Dynamics
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• In June, Putin and 
Lukashenko attended 
the unveiling of a 
memorial near Rzhev



Common past. Russia and Belarus 
preserve historical memory
• “Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, speaking at the forum, noted that the memory of the war, its 

lessons and legacy are increasingly becoming objects of political conjuncture. According to 
Lavrov, this is especially noticeable in some European countries, where glorification of Nazi 
criminals is, in fact, elevated to the rank of state ideology.” (NTV, Segodnya, 27.01.2020, 19:22)

• “COR: Well, the common task of the two states is, among other things, to comat falsifications 
of history. Everyone has stomped on the topic of World War II and the Great Patriotic War, but 
for Belarus and Russia this war is sacred” (Rossiya 1 # Vesti Nedeli, 25.10.2020 21:11)

• “Vladimir Putin: Time has no power over this feat, and it should not, must not be forgotten, let 
alone marred, smeared with lies and falsifications. We will not allow this. The lives that were 
cut short in the war will always resonate in us like an unhealed wound. And the most important 
moral guideline, both now and on, will be the courage and perseverance of our fathers, 
grandfathers, great-grandfathers, their boundless love for their Motherland, devotion to their 
Motherland” (Rossiya 1 # Vesti, 30.06.2020, 20:02) 
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Common past. Russia and Belarus 
preserve historical memory
• “Well, and here’s Alexander Grigorievich Lukashenko. Indeed, I did not mention 

him when the leaders were passing the Senate Tower - I just could not see from 
this distance. But now, thanks to the broadcast, we can see that he is, of course, 
among the guests of today's Moscow. Moreover, we remember the feat of the 
Belarusian people in the Great Patriotic War - this is really a nation of partisans 
and a fraternal people” (Rossiya 1 # Vesti, 24.06.2020 9:54)
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Presidential elections in Belarus. Key 
narratives
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* The sum of the share of mentions on different topics / 
narratives can exceed 100% as 1-5 topics / narratives 
corresponded to  each story

• In fact, the Russian 
TV began to talk 
about the elections 
in Belarus only in 
August

– The active phase 
began only after 
the detention of 
Wagnerians in 
Belarus

– The protests, 
arrests and 
other events 
that happened 
earlier were not 
broadcast



Presidential elections in Belarus. 
Dynamics
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• On August 10, the 
Russian TV did their 
best to assure that 
elections passed 
normally and 
Lukashenko won

– 30 stories a day 
with a narrative 
about 
Lukashenko's 
victory

– 10 stories with a 
narrative about 
absence of 
violations

– 8 stories with a 
narrative of 
recognition by 
Russia and Putin



Elections of the President of the Republic of Belarus. 
Some countries do not recognize Lukashenko's 
legitimacy 
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• “Two more countries - Ireland and Canada - announced that they would not recognize the 
results of the Belarusian elections. The EU has declared Lukashenko persona non grata and is 
threatening the country's leadership with sanctions. The western fist ... the western fist is 
clenching, the press writes, and against this background, a number of political analysts note 
that events are unfolding according to a very familiar scenario ”(NTV # Segodnya, August 18, 
2020 16:07)

• “Alexander Lukashenko took the oath of office for the sixth presidential term in Minsk on 
Wednesday. The ceremony was held in a rather intimate  atmosphere - without inviting 
foreign guests, the press and public representatives. The US has already announced that it 
does not consider Lukashenko the legally elected president. EU head of diplomacy Borrell 
stressed that both the inauguration itself and Lukashenko's new presidential mandate "are 
deprived of any democratic legitimacy." However, neither America nor the European Union is 
in a hurry with sanctions against Belarus. In these conditions, Russia has intensified its work 
with Lukashenko to deepen the economic integration of the two countries, bearing in mind 
that Belarus will cope with its internal problems on its own ”(Rossiya 1, Vesti nedeli, 
September 27, 2020 21:42) 



• The Belarusian oppositionists imagined Lukashenko’s inauguration in a different way. Its 
holding on that day and without wide publicity clearly caught them by surprise, so that near 
the Palace of Independence one could hear applause coming from the ceremony rather 
than protest speeches, However, opponents of the incumbent president quickly mobilized. 
Protest groups appeared on the streets, and a call was made on social networks  to go to 
rallies in the evening and even block the streets and disobey the authorities. The Ministry 
of Internal Affairs of the republic warned that they would react based on the operational 
situation. Svetlana Tikhanovskaya in Vilnius promptly uploaded her video to the network. 
Standing against the background of a white wall and a houseplant, she declared that 
Lukashenko was illegitimate and recalled who, in her opinion, was the real leader of the 
country ”(Rossiya 1 # Vesti, 23.09.2020 20:32) 

• “The German government stated that even the minimum democratic standards had not 
been met during the elections. The head of the European Commission Ursula von Der 
Leyen called on Minsk to count the votes more accurately. And German Foreign Minister 
Heiko Maas did not even rule out sanctions. But Poland went even further. Prime Minister 
Mateusz Morawiecki called for an extraordinary EU summit on the election results with 
which he was not satisfied. "It is our duty to respond to this challenge," the politician writes 
in his address to the leadership of the European Union, believing, obviously, that Europe 
haunted by the coronavirus simply has no other challenges. President of Ukraine 
Volodymyr Zelensky also decided to give Belarus advice, and called on the authorities for a 
dialogue with those who disagree. That is, something in which Kyiv apparently considers 
itself an example to follow”(Rossiya 1 # Vesti, 10.08.2020 20:06) 
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Elections of the President of the Republic of Belarus. 
Some countries do not recognize Lukashenko's 
legitimacy 



Elections of the President of the Republic of Belarus. 
Some countries do not recognize Lukashenko's 
legitimacy 
• “The Russian Foreign Ministry  strongly condemned today's Brussels summit; 

Tikhanovskaya’s participation in the upcoming meeting of EU foreign ministers was 
called “open interference in the internal affairs of Belarus. Moreover, it is unclear on 
what basis Europe is going to impose sanctions. So far, no one has provided facts 
confirming the falsifications. It is suggested to take their word for it, but, as you know, 
we have not believed anyone for a long time. In exactly the same way as 
Tikhanovskaya in one interview five times called Putin a wise person and leader, and 
even spoke in favor of preserving the Union State, but then she referred to the basics 
of diplomacy. We conclude that Tikhanovskaya, to put it mildly, was disingenuous” 
(Rosiya 1 # 60 minutes, 21.09.2020 12:40) 
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Detention of Wagnerians. Key narratives
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* The sum of the share of mentions on different topics / 
narratives can exceed 100% as 1-5 topics / narratives 
corresponded to each story

• The detention of 
Wagnerians was a 
trigger for the topic of 
the presidential 
election to appear on 
the agenda 



Detention of Wagnerians. Dynamics
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• Initially, the news 
focused on the fact that 
Russia is doing 
everything to release its 
citizens and that the 
situation aims to put 
Russia and Belarus 
against each other

• Then the focus shifted 
to the operation of 
foreign intelligence 
services (which is 
probably true)



Detention of Wagnerians. It is an attempt 
to put Russia and Belarus against each 
other
• “What forces are behind the provocation in Minsk? The main goal of the 

dirty political game is to strike a blow to Russia - Belarus relations. Trap, 
hoaxes and gray cardinals pulling those strings. The scenario is like a 
political thriller. Except that everything that happens is far from a movie" 
(Channel 1 # Vremya, 09.08.2020 21:13).

• “The Americans even created a special White Eagle Blend adapted to 
refineries in Poland and Belarus in order to drive out traditional Russian oil. 
At the same time, the degree of Belarusian integration with Russia, of 
course, remains incomparable with Ukraine. Even in the days of Yanukovych. 
Yanukovych never  took Russian hostages ”(Channel 1 # Vremya, 
15.08.2020 21:12).”
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Detention of Wagnerians. It is an attempt 
to put Russia and Belarus against each 
other
• “And here the questions arise: did the special services of Belarus really know nothing about the 

Ukrainian project? But then how to explain the close contacts of Belarusian Kumpan with fake 
Samarina? Does this mean that the Ukrainian that is both Polish and American special services 
operate in Belarus without problems, and the Belarusian KGB and Ukrainian SBU generally work in 
conjunction? But, apparently, the information about allegedly Russian mercenaries was presented 
to Lukashenko in a form beneficial to Ukraine” (NTV # Segodnya, 07.08.2020 10:01) 

• “Mikhail POGREBINSKY, political analyst: The main task is to put Belarus and the Russian 
Federation against each other to the utmost in order to ultimately achieve a geopolitical result, in 
which the United States of America and the European Union are primarily interested in order to split 
and destroy this Union State. It would be a huge success for the Western intelligence services.”

COR: However, Alexander Lukashenko seems to have changed his rhetoric and does not seek to 
inflate the conflict. In a recent interview with a Ukrainian journalist, he even called the Russian 
president his big brother. Alexander LUKASHENKO, President of Belarus: “I consider Vladimir 
Vladimirovich my big brother. I sincerely consider my brother to be bigger, but not in the sense 
that you are older, and we are younger. You are really a big brother both in age and in weight”. 
COR: This whole story could also be dealt with in a family way. And in Russia they hope that this 
will happen. Belarusian law enforcement officers have all the possibilities for this ”(Channel 1 # 
Vremya, 09.08.20, 21:13)
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UKRAINE 
CRISIS 
MEDIA 
CENTER Coverage of presidential 

election of the Republic of 
Belarus until August 7, 2020 



January 1 / July 29 - almost complete 
silence 
• In the first 7 months of 2020, Russian TV took almost no notice the presidential election in 

Belarus

– In 4 stories, the election was mentioned briefly as a secondary object of attention

– Only 1 story concerned the election directly 

• It mentioned candidates and several persons who were not registered

• There was no word about the arrest of Viktor Babariko and the departure of Valery 
Tsepkalo from the country 

• The news - rallies, arrests, clashes with police and riot police, disconnection of mobile 
internet in the center of Minsk, etc. Russian TV did not mention any events related to the 
opposition — rallies, arrests, clashes with police and special purpose police units, or 
disconnection of mobile Internet in the center of Minsk, etc.
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July 30 / July 7 - a surge in the context of 
the arrest of Wagnerians 
• A high-profile event related to political relations between Russia and Belarus caused a 

sharp increase in media attention to the election

• But events around the opposition continued to be silenced

Timeline with the main events of the campaign and all the stories until July 30
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https://time.graphics/ru/line/514806


UKRAINE 
CRISIS 
MEDIA 
CENTER Information agenda in the TV 

news of the Russian 
Federation from 8 to 22 
August , 2020 



Continuous support of the authorities of the 
Republic of Belarus 
• From the first day, Russian TV sided with the authorities of the Republic of Belarus and did 

not stop this support
• The news items were generally presented from the viewpoint of officials and authorities

– The RF always look like a big brother and partner who may not approve of everything, but 
is convinced that the truth is on the side of the Belarusian authorities and Lukashenko 
personally

• The authorities of the RB are portrayed as strong, ready to defend the country's sovereignty 
and peace of its citizens to the end, and even humane to protesters

– This did not save the Belarusian authorities from some criticism for law enforcement 
brutality and the detention of Russian journalists during the protests.

• There were three main storylines regarding the protests and protesters

– Showing protests as non-mass and chaotic, and protesters as marginal, aggressive, even 
criminal people with whom no dialogue is possible

– Discrediting opposition leaders as people who cannot be trusted
– Search for foreign intervention, coordination and funding 
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August 8, 4 stories about Belarus the day 
before the election
• The day before the election, Belarus was almost non covered by Russian TV news
• The only topic was the echo of the detention of Wagnerians
• Not a word about tomorrow's election
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August 9, election day. 14 stories about 
Belarus 
• During the day, there were routine messages 

about the holding  of elections in Belarus (8 
stories)

• In prime time, the key topic was the 
provocation of foreign intelligence services in 
the Wagnerians’ case

– 1-2 stories on each of the channels

• In the evening 2 stories were released  with a 
statement that elections were held and  
Lukashenko won 
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* The sum of mentions of narratives can exceed the 
number of stories a day as 1-5 topics / narratives 
corresponded to  each story



August 10, 1st day of protests. 37 stories 
about Belarus 
• Messages that Lukashenko had won the 

election, and the government coped with 
the protests dominated in the morning 
broadcast

• From 11 a.m., the focus shifted to Russia’s 
recognition of the election results, and 
aggressive behavior of protesters

– The government acts harshly, but 
correctly

• Some messages concerned obstacles to 
the work of Russian journalists 
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* The sum of mentions of narratives can exceed the 
number of stories a day as 1-5 topics / narratives 
corresponded to  each story



August 11, 2nd day of protests. 29 stories 
about Belarus
• On the second day after the election, the 

focus shifted to two topics:
– Aggressive actions of protesters
– Obstacles to the work of Russian 

journalists
– Svetlana Tikhanovskaya's appeal was 

quoted as a call from the opposition to 
stop the protests 
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* The sum of mentions of narratives can exceed the 
number of stories a day as 1-5 topics / narratives 
corresponded to  each story



August 12, 3rd day of protests. 29 stories 
about Belarus 
• On the third day of the protests, the focus 

was on discrediting the protest and 
protesters

– On the one hand, the protest was 
portrayed as weak and small

– On the other hand - as aggressive and 
threatening the state and civilians

• The message that the protest is 
coordinated by special people, and 
protesters are paid for their participation 
became noticeable 
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* The sum of mentions of narratives can exceed the 
number of stories a day as 1-5 topics / narratives 
corresponded to  each story



August 13, 4th day of protests. 18 stories 
about Belarus
• Continuation of the themes of the previous 

day, but at the forefront were negative 
stories about the protests and their 
participants rather than about the 
"puppeteers"

• This was the last day when the message 
about the brutal actions of the authorities 
was in focus

– From August 14 to September 30, it was 
present in only 16 stories
• As many times as during August 

10-11 in total
• No more than 2 mentions a day 
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* The sum of mentions of narratives can exceed  the 
number of stories a day as 1-5 topics / narratives 
corresponded to each story



August 14, 5th day of protests. 26 stories 
about Belarus
• The key message of the day - the actions of 

government officials are correct and legal, 
the government is trying to calm people 
down and prevent the collapse of the 
country

• Narratives discrediting the protest also 
reached the TOP of the 5th day after the 
elections
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* The sum of mentions of narratives can exceed the 
number of stories a day as 1-5 topics / narratives 
corresponded to  each story



August 15, 6th day of protests. 15 stories 
about Belarus
• Yesterday (August 14) the authorities of 

Belarus released the Wagnerians; it became 
the central theme of the day

• The number of stories decreased, partly 
because on Saturday there are physically 
fewer news releases 
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* The sum of mentions of narratives can exceed the 
number of stories a day as 1-5 topics / narratives 
corresponded to  each story



The shift in attention to the outside became 
especially noticeable in the second week of the 
protests 
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• In the first week after the election, the vast majority of messages concerned internal events in 
Belarus 

• Then the foci shifted to the foreign policy and role of Russia and the West 

August 9-15 August 16-22 



UKRAINE 
CRISIS 
MEDIA 
CENTER

Repetitiveness of quotations 
on different channels 



Centralized content creation 
• The same quotes from officials and other speakers regularly appear on different 

channels
– Even if the cast list indicates that the comment was given by phone
– Even if it's a filming by special service officer

• One case of complete coincidence of narrations in the story was recorded (slide 94)

• This indicates centralized creation and distribution of certain share of news content 
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Example of repeated quotes 
30.07.2020, the same quote of Peskov in the stories on
• Channel 1, Novosti, 18:17
• Channel 1, Vremya, 21:17
• Rossiya 1, 60 Minutes, 18:40
• Rossiya 1, Vesti, 20:50

“Dmitry PESKOV, press secretary of the RF President: We know that 33 Russian citizens 
were detained yesterday in Belarus. 200 - are still wanted. There is no information about 
any illegal actions of the Russians that could become a reason for their detention. We do 
not know anything about this. At the same time, we see and hear official statements 
from Minsk representatives that the Russians, they say, are involved in plans to 
destabilize the situation on the territory of Belarus on the eve of the presidential 
elections. Of course, this is nothing but innuendo. Russia and Belarus are allied states. 
They are allies, closest partners, so of course this is out of the question." 
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Example of repeated quotes 
04.08.2020, the same quote of Zakharova in the stories on
• Channel 1, Vremya, 21:27
• Rossiya 1, Vesti, 17:08

“Maria ZAKHAROVA, official representative of the Russian Foreign Ministry (by phone): 
Alexander Grigorievich is an experienced politician, it is not the first time he has been 
holding elections. He is right that the fraternal relations of the peoples of the two 
countries are not subject to opportunistic short-term interests, including electoral ones. 
They rest on strong foundations of historical closeness and modern pragmatic 
interaction. But as for the Russian citizens detained in Belarus, whose guilt, I would like 
to emphasize, has not been proven by anything, and the performance staged around 
this, we will not let anything happen to them. And Minsk is well aware of this.” 
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Example of repeated quotes 
24.09.2020 (Channel 1, Novosti, 15:09), the same quote of Lukashenko in the story
• “Alexander LUKASHENKO, President of Belarus: With regard to yesterday's inauguration, there is some kind of 

resentment, or a complaint that we have not informed the Poles, Lithuanians, Ukrainians, Czechs or anyone else that 
we will hold this event. Well, in my opinion, according to the laws of Belarus, we do not have to inform any of the 
Western states or anyone in general; this is an internal affair of our country. There is no secret. I do not pay any great 
phantom attention to the inauguration of the current president, this is not my first inauguration. A common work 
situation. But why do they do it? They do this in order to warm up the so-called protest mood. So that more people 
come out to the streets, as usual, on Saturday and Sunday. That's why they need it. We understand this, we are ready 
for this." 

24.09.2020 (Rossiya 1, Vesti, 20:20) , the same quote of Lukashenko in the story
• “Alexander LUKASHENKO, President of Belarus: With regard to yesterday's inauguration, there is some kind of 

resentment, or a complaint that we have not inform the Poles, Lithuanians, Ukrainians, Czechs or anyone else that we 
will hold this event. Well, in my opinion, according to the laws of Belarus, we do not have to inform any of the Western 
states or anyone in general; this is an internal affair of our country. And they criticize us because it is - either a secret or 
a sacrament. You know, about 2 thousand people were invited to the inauguration, along with the military. So, it is 
almost impossible to keep it a secret.“  
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Combination of repeated quotes and 
similar lead-ins of announcers

14.08.2020 (Channel 1, Novosti, 12:07),  the same quote of Kochanova in the story
• “Natalia KOCHANOVA, chairman of the Upper House of the Belarusian Parliament: The President heard the opinion of labor collectives and instructed to investigate 

all the facts of detentions that have occurred in recent days, and now there is intensive work in this direction.More than 1,000 people were released “under the 
obligation not to participate in unauthorized events, and the minors were handed over to their parents on receipt. Obviously, we don’t need a fight. We don’t need a 
war. Minsk has always been quiet and calm. Let's stop self-destruction." 

• TV PRESENTER: “The head of the Belarusian Ministry of Internal Affairs Yuri Karaev took responsibility for dispersing unauthorized rallies and apologized to those 
who suffered during the riots and detentions .”

14.08.2020 (Rossiya1, 60 minutes, 12:40), the same quote of Kochanova in the story

• “NATALIA KOCHANOVA (CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF BELARUS): The people have made their choice. But everything that began to happen next is an 
unprecedented attempt to destroy what we have always been proud of - our peaceful life, and to divide our society. We shouldn't have confrontations. 
конфронтаций. The President heard the opinion of labor collectives and instructed to investigate all the facts of detentions that have occurred in recent days, and 
now there is intensive work in this direction. More than 1,000 people were released “under the obligation not to participate in unauthorized events, and the minors 
were handed over to their parents on receipt. Obviously, we don’t need a fight. We don’t need a war. Minsk has always been quiet and calm. Let's stop 
self-destruction. We must not destroy with our own hands everything that we have created during the years of independence of our country. We need to keep 
peace and tranquility for us and our children. On behalf of the deputy corps of Belarus, I urge everyone to stop. Let's be reasonable. 

TV PRESENTER1: The head of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Belarus took responsibility for the excessively harsh dispersal of unauthorized  protests. Karaev  
said that he was not bloodthirsty and apologized to all the victims.” 

14.08.2020 (NTV, Segodnya, 19:08), the same quote of Kochanova in the story

• “NATALIA KOCHANOVA, CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS: The President heard 
the opinion of labor collectives and instructed to investigate all the facts of detentions that have occurred in recent days, and now there is intensive work in this 
direction.More than 1,000 people were released “under the obligation not to participate in unauthorized events, and the minors were handed over to their parents 
on receipt. Obviously, we don’t need a fight. We don’t need a war. Minsk has always been quiet and calm. Let's stop self-destruction." 
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Combination of repeated quotes and 
similar lead-ins of announcers
11.03.2020 (NTV, Segodnya, 14:12), the same quote of Mishustin in the story, there were no direct quotes of Roumas 
• “MIKHAIL MISHUSTIN (CHAIRMAN OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION): 8 December 2019 

marked the 20th anniversary of the treaty establishing the Union State. I believe that we need to fully implement the 
potential of the treaty and ensure the maximum harmonisation of our national legislations. This will allow us to create a 
new driver for economic growth, facilitate business relations, and increase the welfare of the citizens of Russia and 
Belarus.”

• PRESENTER: According to Sergei Roumas, the documents on the integration strategy are almost ready, only a few 
controversial issues remain. It is planned to finalize the document by April 10  and submit it to the heads of the state at 
the Supreme Eurasian Economic Council.”

11.03.2020 (Channel 1, Novosti, 19:20), the same quotes of Mishustin and Roumas in the story
• “MIKHAIL MISHUSTIN (Chairman of the Government of the Russian Federation: We are absolutely determined to work 

constructively with our partners. I hope we can go through the entire agenda today and agree on further actions. 
Belarus is an ally and a strategic partner of Russia. 8 December 2019 marked the 20th anniversary of the treaty 
establishing the Union State. I believe that we need to fully implement the potential of the treaty and ensure the 
maximum harmonisation of our national legislations. This will allow us to create a new driver for economic growth, 
facilitate business relations, and increase the welfare of the citizens of Russia and Belarus.”

• “Sergei ROUMAS, Prime Minister of Belarus: You know, the presidents have set the task for us to prepare documents 
on the integration strategy. Тhere remain only a few controversial issues that I hope, we will discuss today and move 
forward, so that on April 10, when we meet at the intergovernmental council in Minsk, we could agree on this 
document." 
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Identical syncs of a mysterious “law 
enforcement official" 
11.09.2020, a sync is given as an example, there were  several appearances of the “official" in the stories 

• Rossiya 1, Vesti, 14:23 https://youtu.be/hSFLrk4AV3I?t=1217 

• Channel 1, Novosti, 12:08 https://youtu.be/2huX7xaYrVk?t=541 

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIAL: The initial goal of the special operation was to lure the Russian citizens who are of interest to the 
Ukrainian special services into the trap. But at the final stage, at the behest of the Americans, a more global, strategic goal for 
the United States appeared - to divide the Russian-Belarusian relations.”
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https://youtu.be/hSFLrk4AV3I?t=1217
https://youtu.be/2huX7xaYrVk?t=541


The same text of the presenters 
11.08.2020
• Rossiya 1, Vesti, 09:20
• Channel 1, Novosti, 07:01 https://youtu.be/tXiHOGc2dYc?t=79 
“There is no information about victims. There is information from the Ministry of Internal Affairs for 
the first day of the protests, when dozens of employees of the department were injured. Three 
thousand protesters were detained, there were injured among them. One person died during an 
unauthorized rally in Minsk. According to the press secretary of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of 
Belarus, he tried to throw an improvised explosive device at special forces soldiers, but the bomb 
exploded in his hand. The Investigative Committee of Belarus opened more than twenty criminal 
cases on the fact of mass riots and attacks on police officers." 
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https://youtu.be/tXiHOGc2dYc?t=79


UKRAINE 
CRISIS 
MEDIA 
CENTER

Belarus as imagined by 
inhabitants of the Russian 
Federation: opinion polls

Analytical 
report 
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Dynamics of the positive attitude of the Russian population 
to Lukashenko 

What feelings does Alexander Lukashenko evoke in you? Positive feelings 
(closed-ended question, no more than 2 answers,%) 

https://wciom.ru/analytical-reviews/analiticheskii-obzor/rossiya-belorussiya-dvustoronnie-otnosheniya-na-fone-vyborov-v-
minske, July 2020
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Dynamics of the negative attitude of the Russian population 
to Lukashenko 

https://wciom.ru/analytical-reviews/analiticheskii-obzor/rossiya-belorussiya-dvustoronnie-otnosheniya-na-fone-vyborov-v-
minske, липень 2020

What feelings does Alexander Lukashenko evoke in you? Negative feelings (closed 
question, no more than 2 answers,%) 



The older population is more loyal to 
Lukashenko  
Please tell us, what is your attitude to the President of Belarus Alexander Lukashenko? 
(Closed –ended question, one answer,% of all respondents) 
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All 
respon
dents

18-24 years  25-34 years  35-44 years  45-59 years  60 years and 
older

Positive 52 28 41 52 55 65

Negative 9 13 10 7 9 8

Indifferent 35 57 44 37 32 21

It is difficult to say 4 2 5 4 4 6

https://wciom.ru/analytical-reviews/analiticheskii-obzor/rossiya-belorussiya-dvustoronnie-otnosheniya-na-fone-vyborov-v-
minske, липень 2020
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Would you like Alexander Lukashenko to remain President of Belarus or an 
opposition candidate to become President? 

57% 17%

Alexander Lukashenko Opposition candidate I do not care Not sure

18% 8%

Levada Center. The survey was conducted on August 20-26, 2020, according to a representative all-Russian 
sample of 1,601 people aged 18 and older in 137 settlements, 50 subjects of the Russian Federation 
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Almost half of the Russian population believes that the election in 
Belarus was fair 

Do you think the election was fair or unfair? 

Levada Center. The survey was conducted on August 20-26, 20, according to a representative 
all-Russian sample of 1,601 people aged 18 and older in 137 settlements, 50 subjects of the 
Russian Federation 

Very fair

Mostly fair

Largely unfair

Totally unfair

I haven't heard anything 
about it 

Not sure

23%

25%

18%

18%

3%

12%



About 60% of Russians who have heard of the 
protests in Belarus believe that these protests are 
run by somebody 

Some say that protests in Belarus do not have leaders, that people take to the streets on 
their own initiative. Others say the protests have leaders and organizers. Which point of 
view do you rather agree with - the first or the second? (The question was asked to those 
who know or have heard about the protests in Belarus - 86% of respondents answered)
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the first (protests have no leaders) 

the second (protests have leaders and 
organizers) 

not sure 

18%

59%

10%

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020, 1,000 respondents. Margin of sampling error 
does not exceed 3.8%. 



Most respondents believe that protests in Belarus 
were organized from abroad 

Some believe that the protests were organized from  abroad. Others believe that the protests were organized by  
Belarusians themselves. Which point of view is closer to you - the first or the second? (The question was asked 
to everyone who knows or has heard something about the mass protests in Belarus, except for those who believe 
that the protests have no leaders - 69% of respondents answered) 
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the first  (protests were organized from  
abroad)

the second (protests were organized by  
Belarusians themselves)

Not sure

45%

13%

11%

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020, 1,000 respondents. Margin of sampling error 
does not exceed 3.8%. 



Almost 40% of the Russian population who know about 
the Belarusian protests evaluate Lukashenko's actions 
positively 

In your opinion, is Lukashenko acting correctly or incorrectly in the current situation? (The 
question was asked to those who know or have heard about the protests in Belarus - 86% of 
respondents answered) 
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Rather correctly

Rather incorrectly 

Not sure

39%

21%

27%

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020, 1,000 respondents. Margin of sampling 
error does not exceed 3.8%. 



Why do you think Lukashenko is acting  rather correctly in the current situation? 
(The question was asked to those who believe that Alexander Lukashenko is acting rather correctly - 39% of respondents answered) 

• Lukashenko is a good president, he cares about the country and people

• Lukashenko is a legitimately elected president and acts within the law

• It is necessary to maintain stability and order in the country, to prevent 
a coup d'etat

• Lukashenko ensures the integrity and independence of the country

• In the current situation, Lukashenko is fulfilling his presidential duties 
and is not evading them

• Lukashenko is against the repetition of "Ukrainian scenario" in the 
country

• Lukashenko tries to calm people down, talks with them
93

TOP arguments to justify Lukashenko's actions 

9%
6%

6%

6%

4%

3%
3%

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020, 1,000 respondents. Margin of sampling error does not exceed 3.8%. 



Lukashenko is a good president, he 
cares about the country and 

people
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«He has been in power for years - and he does everything right»

«He does a lot, lifts his country from its 
knees»

«He is a good leader of the country. He dismisses officials 
who don't work very well»

«He's run his country for a long time»

«Because before that people lived well»

«Life is good in Belarus»

«Because he is a good and right president»

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020. Open-ended 
question



Lukashenko is a legitimately 
elected president and acts 

within the law
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«He is the officially elected president. There are no other laws»

«He acts according to the Constitution»

 «He does not break the rules, he acts according to the 
Constitution»

«Currently he represents the authority and is doing the 
right thing»

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020. Open-ended 
question



It is necessary to maintain stability and 
order in the country, to prevent a coup 

d'etat
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«He prevents a coup d'etat in the country»

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020. Open-ended 
question

«There is a direct encroachment on power»

«Order must be maintained»

«Because chaos in the country will not 
lead to anything good»

«Keeps the situation under control»

«The revolution in the country will be big trouble. This is a mess, and 
chaos»



Lukashenko ensures the integrity 
and independence of the country
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«If he acted differently, there would be no Belarus»

«He protects his country against external 
interference»

 «He does not allow his country to be destroyed and torn 
apart»«He tries to defend the 

independence of his country»

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020. Open-ended 
question

«He does not allow anyone to destroy what he has been 
building for years. The Americans have come here and are 
trying to destroy everything, but he protects the country»



In the current situation, Lukashenko is fulfilling 
his presidential duties and is not evading them
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«If you are a leader, lead»

«Because he is the president and must take action»

 «As president, he is obliged»

«As president, he must administer order»

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020. Open-ended 
question

«He does not run away, does not quit his post»

«He is not ruled by the protesters and 
holds his ground fast»



Lukashenko is against the repetition 
of "Ukrainian scenario" in the 

country
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«If he didn’t respond, it would be like in Ukraine»

«So that the Ukrainian scenario didn’t begin»

 «Because the Ukrainian scenario will  repeat»

«He realized that the situation 
might develop the way it did  in 

Ukraine»

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020. Open-ended 
question



Lukashenko tries to calm people 
down, talks with them
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«He comes out and talks to people»

«He explains everything to the people, does not 
avoid conversation»

 «He tries to reduce tensions, meets people»

«He comes out to meet people at 
demonstrations and explains 

the things to them competently»

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020. Open-ended 
question

«He must calm people down» «He solves problems peacefully»



Why do you think Lukashenko is acting  rather incorrectly in the current situation?                                     
(The question was asked to those who believe that Alexander Lukashenko is acting rather incorrectly - 21% of respondents answered) 

• Peaceful protests are suppressed by force

• He must talk to people

• Lukashenko must resign

• The presidential election was unfair; Lukashenko lost the 
election

• Lukashenko acts incorrectly, has no control over the 
situation and aggravates it 
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TOP arguments against Lukashenko's actions 

5%

3%

3%

5%

2%

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020, 1,000 respondents. Margin of sampling error does not exceed 3.8%. 



Peaceful protests are 
suppressed by force
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«People were severely beaten and threatened with violence»

«He acts harshly; many people have suffered»

«To beat up the people is wrong»

«He wants to disperse the peaceful 
protest by force»

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020. Open-ended 
question

 «He acts with violence»

«Brutal measures are used against those 
detained by riot police»

«He uses troops against peaceful people, 
they beat people»

«One cannot shoot people»



He must talk to people
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 «He doesn't listen to people»

«He should have talked to the 
people first»

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020. Open-ended 
question

 «There is no contact with the 
proletariat; he does not hear the 

people»

«He should talk to the people»

 «There is no dialogue with 
protesters»



Lukashenko must resign
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«It's time to leave the post»

«It's time to leave the presidency»

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020. Open-ended 
question

 «If people rally against their 
president, he must resign from 

the presidency»

«It's humiliation when the majority is against 
you, and you are fighting for power»

«One cannot be in power 
for so many years»

«Because he has ruled the country for 
many years and he is a dictator, a 

tyrant»



The presidential election was 
unfair; Lukashenko lost the 

election
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«He tailored the elections to his interests»

«He falsified the election results, he is not a 
legitimate president»

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020. Open-ended 
question

 «The elections are not fair, he does 
not admit it»

«He falsified the elections and should admit 
his defeat»

«There was falsification in the elections»

«Lukashenko lost the elections»

«People did not vote for him»



Lukashenko acts incorrectly, has no 
control over the situation and 

aggravates it 
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«He takes on too much»

«He created the situation by himself»

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020. Open-ended 
question

 «He is doing the wrong thing, 
exacerbates the situation»

«He is thrashing about»

«He cannot treat people like that»

«He thinks he can do whatever he 
wants»

«He sticks to his biased opinion about the situation 
and does not see it  clearly»

«Lukashenko has no points of contact with reality»



More than half of respondents who know about the 
protests in Belarus believe that Belarusians are no 
different from Russians 

Do you think Belarusians are different or not different from Russians? And if they differ, 
then significantly or slightly? (The question was asked to those who know or have heard 
about the protests in Belarus - 86% of respondents answered) 
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significantly 

slightly

not sure

10%

27%

11%

Weekly all-Russian telephone survey from FOMnibus. August 28-30, 2020, 1,000 respondents. Margin of sampling error 
does not exceed 3.8%. 

not different 52%
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